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Introduction 
Updated for CCA 3.0 February, 2011-02-11 

This lab is also something that can be done in a staging environment.  It is the opportunity for you to enter 
configuration data you collected during your site survey/customer questionnaire wrt the use of Analog FXO 
ports as PSTN Interface.  These can be used in a route list at a lower priority then a preferred SIP trunk for 
example, or exclusively for the whole outgoing dial plan.  If you have T1/PRI then you will have all three to 
select in preference list in Outgoing Dial Plan. 
In this lab, you will: 

• Determine which FXO ports will be active 
• Modify the existing default FXO Group membership to include a unique subset of active FXO lines 
• Add a New PSTN FXO trunk group containing other unique active FXO lines 
• Assign the PSTN Trunk Group to the outgoing dial plan where you prefer to use it. 
Note:  I have not had good success renaming the default PSTN FXO trunk group, so please leave it as 
FXO. 

Information Required 
For this configuration it is necessary to already know: 

• Know how many PSTN 26 Gauge twisted pair line Circuit will be provided at the Small Business and cross 
connected to the UC540.   

• If not using all 4, understand which ports you will plug them into. 
• If you want to segrate the individual lines into trunk ‘groups’, know how many groups are needed and 

which members will be in each. 
• Decide which dial plan routes will use this PSTN route as primary or backup 

Configuration 
Voice Trunk Settings 
Configure the FXO ports that you will be using for you interconnect.  I have three lines in my lab connecting to 
the Cisco Campus: 

9193923554 FXO 0/1/0 
9193923556 FXO 0/1/1 
9193923557 FXO 0/1/2 

 
So in the CCA 3.0 GUI I make them Active (actually making the others inactive is the operation you would 
perform).  I always choose FXO 0/1/0 for one of mine  since it is hard wired to FXS 0/0/3 which drops a relay if 
power ever fails so that analog phone in that particular FXS port can get dial tone on the connected FXO 0/1/0 
(this is not adjustable). 



 

 

 
PSTN Trunk Settings 
Lets look at the FXO availability and configurable settings in our system (Option VIC Available if needed as 
shown).  Select each in the next screen shown and click on ‘Edit Settings’ to see the options (all new in CCA 3.0): 



 
 

 

 
FXO Trunk Groups: Outgoing Dial Plan 
PSTN trunk Group Tab of the Outgoing Dial Plan will show the active FXO in a default group (ALL_FXO) with 
Longest Idle hunting.  Other Hunt Schemes supported from CCA OLH: 



• sequential. Selects the voice port with the highest  LOWEST preference. (Doc Bug found) 
• round-robin. Selects the next voice port with free timeslots.  
• random. Randomly selects a timeslot.  
• longest-idle. Selects the voice port with the timeslot that is idle the longest.  
• least-idle. Selects the voice port with the timeslot that is idle the least.  

 
Now navigate to the Outgoing Call Handling tab and set the trunk group for use.  As I have SIP and FXO, you will 
see the choices.  Also notice I am using a NA 10 digit dial plan and I am adjusting service codes (N11) and Local 
10 digit access to use the PSTN ALL-FXO trunk Group). 
 



 
If I clicked Configure Priority, you would see the once trunk group we have: 

 



 
At this point, you can pick up any registered phone and dial 9+10.  The phone you call with show the caller ID of 
the FXO used, in my case following the longest idle algorithm.   

Incoming Trunk Mapping 
You may map calls which arrive on these FXO (ingress) to whatever you like.  In my case I use AA for one and two 
CO Lines, which appear as buttons on phones. 
In my case the AA number published to the world is: 

9193923557 FXO 0/1/2 
 

 
I dial that number and it arrives at my AA perfectly. 
The very basic implementation is done at this point. 

Creating Trunk Groups and Segregating FXO 
Adjust the ALL_FXO  
Let’s say I have a FXS port with a FAX machine assigned to one of the FXS ports as extension 304, and I want to 
map one FXO port to that FAX machine. 



First Create the FAX role (notice it has extension 302): 

 
Now we go to Incoming DP and map it: 

 



So now if someone dials the FXO connected to 0/1/1 
9193923556 FXO 0/1/1 

That call will route to the FAX machine on FXS port 0/0/1 with extension 302.  And it does. 
In this case, I may want to remove this FXO (0/1/1) from my outgoing dial plan trunk group, so that I can always 
receive a FAX. 

 
Click on apply and notice the ALL_FXO trunk group is now reduced to only the other two: 

 
I can dial out using these FXO lines and the one not in the trunk group is never selected.  I can always receive a 
fax call. 



Hunting and Sequencing 
Perhaps I want to be able to use the line for FAX, but not at the expense of outgoing calls.  So using the same call 
flow and FXO FXS assignments, lets reorganize the FXOs into trunk groups and assign preferences to each in the 
outgoing call handling tab after we are done.  Remember: 

• sequential. Selects the voice port with the lowest preference.  
So if you create a trunk group to pick like this as sequential… 

9193923554 FXO 0/1/0 

9193923557 FXO 0/1/2 

9193923556 FXO 0/1/1 
 
You actually build it like this (reverse ordered): 

 
The resulting CLI performed as follows: 
 



 
 voice-port 0/1/0 
 trunk-group ALL_FXO 62 
 no battery-reversal 
 connection plar opx 3A10 
 description Configured by CCA 4 FXO-0/1/0-Custom-CO0 
 caller-id enable 
! 
voice-port 0/1/1 
 trunk-group ALL_FXO 64 
 no battery-reversal 
 connection plar opx 302 
 description Configured by CCA 4 FXO-0/1/1-Custom-OP 
 caller-id enable 
! 
voice-port 0/1/2 
 trunk-group ALL_FXO 63 
 no battery-reversal 
 connection plar opx 401 
 description Configured by CCA 4 FXO-0/1/2-AA 
 caller-id enableClick OK, APPLY, and then OK 

 
Now REFRESH the outgoing Dial Plan GUI, and navigate to the Outgoing Call handling tab and verify this trunk 
group for the local 10 digit and N11 service code access codes.   
Note: if you were adding a new trunk group(s), you could click ‘Add trunk’ until the new ones appear and then 
delete the ones you don’t want (flexible).  
Save that for both access codes. 
Make some outgoing calls and notice it will always start at the first one with lowest preference (0/1/0), the nxt 
call will also choose 0/1/0 if its free or skip to 0/1/2 if its busy.  Only the last outgoing call will use the 0/1/1. 
 

Save your work 
You can test this when the FXOs are connected. 
 
 
 



 


